
Commission Status:

CLOSED
Slots (0/3)

Commission Queue:
1. RVG x4 (Completed)
2. Konjaku (Completed)

3. RVG x4

On Hold
1. H.H. x 2 (Re-Draw)

2.
3.



Payment via CashApp/Venmo/Paypal Invoice

SFW/NSFW OK!
YOU MUST BE +18 FOR NSFW.
BY ASKING FOR NSFW YOU CERTIFY THAT YOU ARE +18

$50 SFW $60 NSFW

When commissions are open, send me an email:
thehjaillifer@gmail.com
“Subject: Commission”

Please be as detailed and clear as possible. Send references of
characters, outfits and poses you want.

mailto:thehjaillifer@gmail.com


Additional Pricing
Color

I do full color anyway. Free!
Backgrounds

Simple/Minimalist/Simple Setting Free!
Complex Backgrounds +$Negotiable

Additional Characters (3+ featured characters)
Featureless/Unfocused characters are usually not counted.

+$10
Complex Features
Sometimes things like complex tattoos, +$Negotiable
outfits, and armor may add to my workload.
Additional Variants
Depending on the nature of the variant(s) or
how many there are will also add to my workload.

+$Varies

DISCOUNTS!
These are stackable and applied at the end of price calculation.
Paid Patreon and Subscribestar.adult supporter.

Those who support me on these platforms are given a hefty
discount.

25%
Rare/Obscure Characters

Everyone deserves some love and attention. Find me the
overlooked, forgotten, underappreciated, and ignored.

Up to 10%
Specials and Themed commissions.
Sometimes there’s a particular theme (maids, holiday, etc.) I want to
draw from time-to-time.

Varies

https://www.patreon.com/hornyjaillifer


Guidelines
- I am mostly a vanilla artist so please keep that in mind when

asking for certain kinks and fetishes.

What I will not draw:
- Anything illegal under U.S. law
- Futanari
- Gay (Solo Males and Lesbians are okay, male focus also

viable)
- Furries, Monsters, Mechas (Inexperienced) (most

humanoids are okay)
- Violence, gore and nonconsensual
- Disgusting fetishes (vore, gas, piss etc.)
- Exaggerated body parts (Hyper muscles, inflation etc.)
- Unusual fetishes (feet, armpits, wonderbread, etc)
- Minors and/or depictions of minors (shortstacks maybe)
- Real people and self inserts (OCs and characters are okay.

Ex “MCU Black Widow” but not “Scarlett Johansson.”)
- Sensitive Topics, Cheating, NTR, Cuckoldry (Ex. Phones,

tattoos, dialogue)
- Anything that violates Patreon guidelines. (Screenshot

Provided.)



Notices
- I am allowed to refuse/ignore your commission.
- We can discuss final pricing if you have
questions.
- Payment methods can be discussed in private. (I
can’t do crypto or NFTs, too volatile)
- I will send you progress pictures for completion
status and corrections. Delivery time varies.
- If you are satisfied with the final image(s), I will
send you an un-watermarked, high resolution version
via the same email.

Additional Notices
- These images are 100% digital, meaning don’t
expect anything physical or in the mail.
- I like to post everything I do online and I credit
commissioners as a way of thanking them. If you
wish to remain anonymous, please let me know
ahead of time.
- These images are for personal use only,
commercial uses can be discussed in messages.
-UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCE CAN YOU PASS
MY WORK AS YOUR OWN.


